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Overall, this is an important paper on earthquake exposure risk of road networks in
Bukarest. The novelty being an up to date study on this earthquake prone city - impor-
tant also for international fellow researchers to compare their approaches and advance.
Very explicit and useful maps, and tables making their approach transparent.

Language should be edited by a native speaker or professional editor.

Minor comments: Page 1 Line 26: More recent source than 2008 would be good to
add
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reviewer
Evidenţiere
We have added two newer and comprehensive references of top institutions:- Pesaresi M., Ehrlich D., Kemper T., Siragusa A., Florczyk A., Freire S., and Corban C.: Atlas of the Human Planet 2017: Global Exposure to Natural Hazards, Publications Office of the European Union, doi: 10.2760/19837, 2017.- Gu D.: Exposure and vulnerability to natural disasters for world's cities; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, Technical Paper No. 2019/4, 2019.
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Section 2 Line 99: I suggest avoiding suggestive expressions such as "is at first sight
easy to follow" I guess, an -s is missing for "comprise"

Line 107: This needs more detailed explanation - what exactly is novel here? Level of
serviceability, random network analyses etc already do exist?! The following sentences
up to line 116 are fine, but still, what is novel about this? Maybe: few conducted studies
on multiple hazards and specifically, in Bukarest...

Paragraph around line 125: reconsider wording, length of sentences and maybe, gram-
mar. Also further down below, for instance, Lines 153-154 You state "A probability of
100% for a network segment would indicate certain blockage - very hard to consider
for a transportation network, but worst-case scenario could use this value." What about
single roads, dead end roads, last road segments before a harbour, hospital emer-
gency entrance, airport etc.? Many more section, just an example: Line 190

What is missing a bit in section 2 is discussion of alternative models, such as QGIS,
GRASS or A* algorithm - but mights also be taken up in the discussion chapter. So far,
it looks rather that Dijkstra was selected as only available algorithm.

Regarding the structured research questions (which I think are fine by themselves) it
could be reconsidered how much they fit to a) section 2 and b) the following assess-
ment. For section 2, it would be good to know what the authors consider as "vulner-
ability" (of the road, of users. etc.), and "socio-economic" - why were no research
mentioned on this specifically before to guide the reader that this aspect is in fact most
relevant. And to the very last question segment - maybe add a methodology short
description of state of the art location-allocation analyses?

It is a bit unusual to have methods both in 2 and 3.1 sections - maybe reconsider
merging it and separating the results? 3.2 I suggest starting not with such a detail
sentence but rather coming back to the research questions and following their structure,
or, the nice structure/steps laid out in section 1.
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reviewer
Evidenţiere
Indeed, the phrase did not sound well. It was replaced with: ”The generalized steps of the methodology comprises of:”

reviewer
Evidenţiere
For Bucharest, the analysis is certainly of novelty, but I agree that at international level the novelty might just be in the implementation and not so much in methodology. That is why we reformulated the paragraph - ”we consider to be a progress toward standardization and usability in real situations (also in near-real time)”. This is followed by examples showing the flexibility of the framework.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
The long paragraph was split in 3 sentences and all article was re-read and checked for long hard to read paragraphs. Modifications were perfomed in many situations, including line 190. 

reviewer
Evidenţiere
The idea for a probability of failure refers to the direct implications of natural hazards, e.g. how probable is for a bridge to collapse during a major earthquake or how probable is for a road to become blocked by debris. The indirect implications - other roads becoming unaccesible, are treated later. We modified the text in order to be much more clear.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
The text about algorithm selection was indeed limited. We added new sentences providing reference of what can be used: ”At the core of the network risk analysis there can be different shortest path routing algorithms, such as Dijkstra, A*, Johnson’s Algorithm or Floyd-Warshall. In our implementation and case study we preferred the Dijkstra algorithm (Sniedovich, 2016), which we used for computing the shortest distance (in real meters or costs) for various network configurations - pre and post event (for Service Area/Route/Closest Facility/OD Matrix analysis). This algorithm is widely used in systemic network analysis, providing a good balance between precision and performance (Bast et al., 2016) and is also the preloaded algorithm in ArcGIS. Depending on user preferences, other algorithms can be applied – using for example an alternate approach relying on QGIS with pgRouting (https://pgrouting.org/). ”

reviewer
Evidenţiere
We reformulated the questions in order to make them sound more clear - instead of vulnerability we sticked with "socio-economic impact (in terms of human or financial losses)" and "Which areas could become inaccessible after a natural disaster".

reviewer
Evidenţiere
Indeed, the questions are somewhere in between the chapters; they could also be a conclusion. However, we think that as a teaser, showing earlier the usefulness of the methodology, they can fit at the end of chapter 2, with the following added statement: "Considering the steps described in Figure 2, ArcGIS Network Analyst capabilities and the results which are later shown by our case study, Network-risk toolbox is capable to answer important questions ..."

reviewer
Evidenţiere
We added some references to location-allocation but also systems devoted to network analysis prior to the question section (Pinto et al. (2012), Sevtsuk and Mekonnen (2012) or Vodak et al. (2015)) and improved the state-of-the-art section.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
Our intention was to separate in chapters:- what refers to the methodology (stating that different methods can be used and providing some references, as long as they provide the framework required input) and its GIS implementation - in Chapter 2, with the intention of not influencing the readers who aim to apply the framework in other case areas about their choises, and - what is a specific selection for the case study Bucharest - in Chapter 3.We agree that puting the word "method" in the chapter 3.1 section is not so recommended, therefore we inserted a new subtitle which we think that fits better to our intention: "Data and methods considered for Bucharest"

reviewer
Evidenţiere
New phrases in this spirit were added, such as "In this initial phase of our work we focus on identifying which areas could become inaccessible due to the direct and indirect implications of an earthquake and on the quantification of travel time impact, linkable to increasing risk of human or financial losses.".
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Section 3.2 is written largely for experts familiar with such methodology, which is fine.
However, some more structure could help, such as following the research questions.
Also, an intro part easier to understand for non-experts. For the experts then, more
explanation on why certain values were decided on such as 30min service area (would
that be enough to save lives? (Make sure to match it also with Table 3 - 25mins...)Which
sources support this "long" time - being more realistic to earthquake debris routing
maybe, but following which estimations, sources, previous studies?). The same for
weighting: it is common for modellers to pick weights themselves and the explanatory
sentence is fine, however, the mobile rescue teams might not have the same resources
treating >1000 wounded and might be blocked by the debris - any sources supporting
this?

A discussion chapter is missing - the authors have decided to mix results and discus-
sion / rather commenting of methodological steps. The paper would benefit from a
sub-section on shortcomings and recommendations for fellow researchers regarding
methodology, maybe also a sub-section how the study matches with current similar
studies - or not and provides novelty. Conclusion (and maybe discussion) could also
make good use of the structure of research questions.

While the text is well-written and the professionalism of the assessment and knowl-
edge about the literature out of question, the text could use a bit more structure here
and there, as in the long section texts in 2 and 3, for example. Setting key terms per
paragraph in italics could be an option to guide the reader, or sub-sections, or summa-
rizing flow-charts.

What is missing a bit, at least conceptually, (it must not all be analysed within one
paper): the perspective of affected people or customers of roads and logistics/critical
infrastructure. They also interact with roads and their usage (see Rinaldi et al. 2001),
be it through geographical, physical or logical interaction. The article starts with a
good understanding of the recent trend of balancing hazard and vulnerability, but then
focuses too much on the exposure only. Maybe it would be sufficient expressing this
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reviewer
Evidenţiere
A discussion chapter was added at the end of the article; here there were also added comentaries about methodological shortcomings, recommendations and future plans.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
New introductive phrases were added to chapter 3.3 (3.2 in the first version).

reviewer
Evidenţiere
Our main idea was to link this long time interval to the golden hour in medicine principle - we added an explanaition in Table 3 - "≥ 30 minutes, chosen to correspond to the golden hour in medicine principle - Lerner and Moscatti (2001), given also the necessary round-trip._

reviewer
Evidenţiere
We corrected the values - it was indeed needed > 30 min. as maximum reclassification interval

reviewer
Evidenţiere
As mentioned in previous parts of the article, at this point we did not included considerations regarding facility capacities - which would of course influence the weighting scheme.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
We agree - in the new manuscript version there are plenty of minor adjustements making the text more easy to follow.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
More sub-sections were added.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
As our study focuses on introducing the methodology (with capabilities to include aspects such as behavioural implications or traffic pattern changes - a new phrase showing this potential was added) and on a straight-forward operational example for Bucharest, we leave more complex modelling options for future studies, as we also want to focus on questionnaires, new forms of vulnerability data evaluation and technologies serving on understanding what really happens with transportation networks during natural disasters - directly and indirectly.

reviewer
Evidenţiere
Due to limitations in our dataset, we couldn't talk so much about vulnerability, but in future studies we will focus on this part and also on seismic hazard influence - especially since we aim for a regional analysis. For hazard, given the already available list of vulnerable buildings, we had to focus on worst-case scenarios, therefore not making hazard gradually representative. As the methodology allows for a better consideration of hazard and vulnerablity, we will show in the future its full potential.
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demand more in chapter 1 and 2 and ... a bit, then it should be fine.

Interactive comment on Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-
2019-409, 2020.
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